
cosmosage
Executive Summary:

• cosmosage is a natural language assistant for cosmologists

• It is trained on a variety of data including textbooks & scientific papers

• The code and model weights are public

• I intend to make a website where you can use cosmosage in the near future
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The current progress in deep learning is 
fascinating.

• 2012: ImageNet challenge won 
by deep learning AlexNet

• 2017: “Attention is all you need”

• 2021: PaLM 540B 

• 2022: ChatGPT
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Input: Michael is at that really famous museum in France 

looking at its most famous painting. However, the artist who 

made this painting just makes Michael think of his favorite 

cartoon character from his childhood. What was the country 

of origin of the thing that the cartoon character usually holds 

in his hand? 

PaLM: The most famous painting in the Louvre is the Mona 

Lisa. The artist who made the Mona Lisa is Leonardo da 

Vinci. Leonardo da Vinci is also the name of the main 

character in the cartoon Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. 

Leonardo da Vinci is from Italy. The thing that Leonardo da 

Vinci usually holds in his hand is a katana. The country of 

origin of the katana is Japan. The answer is "Japan".

AlexNet

Transformer architecture like

Vaswani et al. (2017)

Chow dhery et al. (2022)



The LLM landscape consists of 
commercial and open-source models.
• Best LLM is currently OpenAI GPT-4

• Thriving open-source community not too far behind

• Rapidly evolving space
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Google

Δ = 100
means 64% 

rate of being 

preferred

LMSYS Chatbot Arena (Dec 2023)

from A. Karpathy (link)

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbHNvS2N2YThjeU1vVUZqaHJsS3RDVUd0bnQ2d3xBQ3Jtc0tra1BZSEpCNEZrdktRRDRidXVySXhFajB6MTB0RmlDWGRneEM5YmZkWW1sSGRsY3FMcTdJc252YVk2b0FRNjRxQTBjaEN6NWpxZW56N0RJRDJ2UkZXUDd6bjFpVm9nQUlHOUE0NGowRkpjSXE1WF9IYw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F1pxx_ZI7O-Nwl7ZLNk5hI3WzAsTLwvNU7%2Fview%3Fusp%3Dshare_link&v=zjkBMFhNj_g


cosmosage

7e9 parameters

cosmology expert

Even LLMs of modest size can be powerful if 
their scope is sufficiently narrow.
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GPT-4

2e12 par

general 

purpose

Model size

Focus / narrowness of scope

quality of answers to 

cosmology questions



The most important ingredient to a strong 
LLM is high-quality data.

• Resources required

• Pretrained (“base”) model

• I chose mistral-7B-v0.1 (7e9 parameters)

• Compute

• GPUs

• Usually limited by high-bandwidth memory

• I am using 1xA6000 (48 GB VRAM)

• Software

• Data

• Quantity

• Quality

• Variety

• Fine tuning step (continued pre-training)

• QA tuning (make assistant model)
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Astro 
textbooks, 

121 MB

Physics 
textbooks, 

387 MB

arXiv 
papers, 
209 MB

Wikipedia 
cosmology, 

17 MB

STEP 1: FINE-TUNED

MODEL
Physics Q&A, 

45.8 MB

Astro Q&A, 
10.2 MB

Cosmology 
Q&A, 50 kB

arXiv synth 
summaries, 

3.9 MB

arXiv 
synth 

Q&A, 355

MB

Logical 
reasoning, 

288 MB

Instruction 
following, 

307 MB

Cosmology 
textbook 

synth Q&A, 

20 MB

STEP 2: ASSISTANT 
MODEL



8000 preprints from the 
arXiv were selected for 
training.

• I host a paper recommendation service

• Selected all upvoted papers

• Recommendation algorithm used to extend the selection
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http://35.194.148.148/



• Split into training set, evaluation set

• Optimize loss function

• Neural net calculates probability distribution of the next 
word, given the previous words.

• For example, we might train the model on the sentence
this workshop is very engaging

• The loss function for the fifth word would evaluate to 

loss = − log 0.06 = 1.22

• Change the strength of the connections to minimize loss

Training is updating the neural net weights to 
make the next word more likely.
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well (8%)

engaging (6%)

often (5%)

…

this

workshop

is

very



Prompt engineering is the art of asking 
the question in the right way.
• LLMs are sensitive to how you ask the 

question.

• For example, Wei et al. (2022) found that 
simply adding “Let’s think step by step.” 
made their model more than twice as likely 
to give the correct answer on math 
problems.

• Few-shot prompting is the practice of giving 
a few examples before asking your 
question.

• The industry best practice is unfortunately 
just experimentation. More art than science 
for now.
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## SYSTEM

You are an expert cosmology assistant, able to answer questions on the cosmic microwave background, galaxy formation, large s

cosmology, inflation, big bang nucleosynthesis, cosmology instrumentation, and other related topics. Please assume the user i

and do not insult his or her intelligence. Elaborate where possible to give a complete answer. If you do not know, say you do

examples, then be expected to answer one question to the best of your ability. 

## EXAMPLE 1 

USER: What is the ISW effect? 

ASSISTANT: The Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect describes the fact that cosmic microwave background photons gain energy as they fall into pote

it again as they climb back out. The origin of the effect is gravitational redshift. For static potential wells, there is no 

potentials grow or decay, there is a net effect, known as the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect. In a matter

The late-time ISW effect refers to the fact that at late times, dark energy causes a deviation from matter domination and linear

an effect in the cosmic microwave background which has been measured in cross-correlation with large

right after recombination, radiation still contributed a non-negligible amount of the energy density of the universe, causing po

the photons to gain energy. The early-time ISW has not been detected experimentally. 

## EXAMPLE 2 

USER: What are the definitions of galaxy cluster mass (M200m, M500c, etc.)? 

ASSISTANT: Calculating a galaxy cluster's mass is like calculating the population of a sprawling city; as you get further out from city 

never end. Eventually you have to stop counting and just say that from there on the people belong to a different town. In clu

cluster center out to some radius rΔ where Δ might be 200, 500, or some other number. The definition of this radius is that the density of the enclosed mass is 

Δ times the average density of the universe at that redshift. The associated mass is M

include the energy density of dark energy - in which case you are comparing to the critical density at that redshift 

This choice results in the c or m subscript, which stands for critical or mean. Note that the critical density is higher than

earlier cutoff in the integral. Therefore 'MΔc' masses are smaller than 'MΔm' ones. 

## QUESTION

USER: <<<INSERT QUESTION>>> 

ASSISTANT:

Example cosmosage prompt



cosmosage_v0.2 works pretty well.
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Me: Explain the ISW effect.

cosmosage: The Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect is a phenomenon in 

cosmology that arises from the gravitational redshift of cosmic microwave background 

(CMB) photons as they move through the gravitational potentials of large-scale 

structures in the universe. This effect is named after Arno Penzias, Robert Wilson, 

Abhay Ashtekar, and Bernard Schutz, who studied it in the 1970s.

The gravitational redshift occurs when a photon's energy changes due to its interaction 

with a gravitational field. If the field becomes stronger, the photon's energy decreases, 

and if it becomes weaker, the photon's energy increases. In the context of the ISW 

effect, the photons from the CMB gain energy as they fall into potential wells formed by 

the overdense regions of the universe, and lose energy as they climb out of the 

potential wells.

The net effect of this process depends on the growth or decay of the potential wells 

over time. In a matter-dominated universe, potential wells remain constant. However, if 

the potential wells decay due to the influence of dark energy, there will be a net effect 

on the CMB photons. This late-time ISW effect can be measured through cross-

correlation with large-scale structure.

On the other hand, early-time ISW refers to the effect of the CMB photons gaining 

energy as they fall into potential wells right after recombination, due to the presence of 

significant amounts of radiation in the universe. This early-time ISW effect is a 

consequence of the non-negligible energy density of radiation at that time.



cosmosage
is publicly 
available.

• Both the code and the 
trained model are 
available to everyone

• I would like to provide 
free inference, as well.
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github

huggingface

https://github.com/tijmen/cosmosage
https://huggingface.co/Tijmen2/cosmosage_v0.2


Caveat: never trust an LLM to be factual.

• Next-word prediction optimizes for plausible text rather than factual accuracy or truthfulness.
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[00:01:48] ChatGPT: sure. 

Here is the full reference for 

the 2017 leadership 

development programs and 

evidence-based review.

Klein H J, Nowman S E, and 

Walnut J 2017, Journal of 

Leadership Education 16 1 

273 to 285



Then what are LLMs actually good for?

• Verifiable information / explanations / sounding board / inspiration / brainstorming

• Search terms

• “It’s on the tip of my tongue.”

• Programming

• First pass programming (human verification)

• Programming w/ human-written unit test (automatic verification)

• Writing

• Wisdom of crowds
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cosmosage will get much better.

• Many ways to improve on current model

• Start with stronger base model

• Train for longer

• Improve dataset through synthetic dataset generation.

• Possible extensions

• Japanese / multilingual version

• RAG

• Tree of thoughts / Q* / beam search

• Retrain for another field. HEPsage?

• I’d like to provide a web page where anyone can use cosmosage.

• I’m open to collaboration, let me know if you’re interested in contributing your

• ideas

• compute

• time & effort
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tijmen@post.kek.jp

tijmen.dehaan@gmail.com

mailto:tijmen@post.kek.jp
mailto:tijmen.dehaan@gmail.com
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